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Veridian Connections is a wholly owned subsidiary of Veridian Corporation 

 
 
December 4th, 2013 
 
 
 
Ms. Kirsten Walli 
Board Secretary 
Ontario Energy Board 
P.O. Box 2319 
27th Floor 
2300 Yonge Street 
Toronto, ON   M4P 1E4 
 
 
Dear Ms. Walli: 
 
Re: Board File Number EB-2013-0174 
 Letter of Direction – 2014 Distribution Rate Application  
 
 
Veridian Connections Inc. is pleased to enclose affidavit evidence confirming its compliance with the Ontario 
Energy Board’s November 19th, 2013 Letter of Direction. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
 
original signed by 
 
George Armstrong 
Vice President, Corporate Services 
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VERIDIAN CONNECTIONS INC. HAS APPLIED TO CHANGE ITS
ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION RATES.
LEARN MORE. HAVE YOUR SAY.

Veridian has applied to the Ontario Energy Board to change the amount it charges a typical residential
customer each month beginning on May 1, 2014. A Veridian-Main customer would see an increase
of $1.30 and a Veridian-Gravenhurst customer would see a decrease of $0.70. Other customers,
including businesses, may be affected as well.

THE ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD IS HOLDING A PUBLIC HEARING
The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) will hold a public hearing to consider Veridian’s request. We will question
the company on its case for a rate increase. We will also hear arguments from individuals and from groups
that represent Veridian’s customers. At the end of this hearing, the OEB will decide what, if any, changes will
be allowed.

Distributors typically apply for a full review of their rates every five years. Any rate changes for the years in
between are automatically tied to inflation (and other factors intended to promote efficiency).

The OEB is an independent and impartial public agency. We make decisions that serve the public interest.
Our goal is to promote a financially viable and efficient energy sector that provides you with reliable energy
services at a reasonable cost.

BE INFORMED AND HAVE YOUR SAY
You have the right to information regarding this application and to be involved in the process.
You can:

• review Veridian’s application on the OEB’s website now.
• sign up to observe the proceeding by receiving OEB documents related to the hearing.
• file a letter with your comments, which will be considered during the hearing.
• become an active participant (called an intervenor). Apply by December 10, 2013 or the hearing will
go ahead without you and you will not receive any further notice of the proceeding.

• at the end of the process, review the OEB’s decision and its reasons on our website.

LEARN MORE
These proposed charges relate to Veridian’s distribution services. They make up part of the Delivery line
-- one of the five line items on your bill. Our file number for this case is EB-2013-0174. To learn more
about this hearing, find instructions on how to file letters or become an intervenor, or to access any
document related to this case please select the appropriate application from the list at the OEB website:
www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/notice. You can also phone our Consumer Relations Centre at 1-877-632-
2727 with any questions.

ORAL VS. WRITTEN HEARINGS
There are two types of OEB hearings - oral and written. Veridian has applied for a written hearing. The OEB
is considering this request. If you think an oral hearing is needed, you can write to the OEB to explain why.

PRIVACY
If you write a letter of comment or sign up to observe the hearing, your name and the content of your letter
or the documents you file with the OEB will be put on the public record and the OEB website. However, your
personal telephone number, home address and email address will be removed. If you are a business, all your
information will remain public. If you apply to become an intervenor, all information will be public.

This rate hearing will be held under section 78 of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O. 1998 c.15
(Schedule B).

ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD NOTICE
TO CUSTOMERS OF VERIDIAN CONNECTIONS INC.

AD{TS2801046}
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Transgender Remembrance Day with the 
help of Muskoka Pride. 

“I feel like it’s close to my heart, and it’s 
also something that is becoming a little 
more accessible for people in general,” said 
LePage. “It’s something that’s out there, 
and ready to be seen and dealt with.” 

International Transgender Remembrance 
Day has been marked since 1999 and began 
in the United States as a memorial to Rita 
Hester, a young transgender who was killed 
in Allston, Massachusetts. Now the day is 
recognized in several countries worldwide.  

According to Transgender Europe’s 
Trans Murder Monitoring project, 236 
transgendered people were reported mur-
dered last year around the world, con-
sidered to be due to their transgender 
status. However, they estimate the actual 
number to be much larger. 

LePage said he hopes exposure, with 
events like this one, will help make 
change.  

“People aren’t necessarily against it 
(transgender); they don’t know,” he said. 
“They don’t know until they see it, until 
they hear about it, until they have a chance 
to meet somebody. Which is one of the 
reasons I’ve been as out as I have been.”

LePage grew up in Gravenhurst and tran-
sitioned a few years ago. 

He said he knows other transgendered 
people who moved into larger cities like 
Toronto, but he stayed, and that has caused 

its own challenges.
“Everyone knows me, it’s been good and 

it’s been bad,” he said.  “It becomes difficult 
to leave behind, but also I haven’t experi-
enced a lot of the negativity that other 
people have.”

But he has faced some prejudice. 
“I have experienced some comments, but 

not outright violence,” He said. “I’m pretty 
lucky in that sense. “

Andrew Baker, secretary with Muskoka 
Pride, said events like this are important. 

“It’s about education and awareness. It’s 
about outreach and it’s about community 
building,” he explained.  

He said many people in smaller towns 
might not recognize transgender issues as 
something faced in their community. 

“A lot of people, when they think of 
things like Trans Day of Remembrance, 
they are impacted by it,” he said. “But they 
don’t do anything about it because they 
don’t think it’s in their community.”

And he said the event does more than 
remember those lost. 

“Holding an event in somewhere like 
Gravenhurst says … there are trans people 
in the community who need your support,” 
he explained. “I think that carries value, 
in terms of raising awareness about local 
community, but also impacting change.” 

He said events like this have shaped pub-
lic policy and changes in legislation. Last 
year Ontario included gender identity in 
the Human Rights Code. 

“But that was a long journey of activism 
and awareness events such as today,” said 
Baker.

He also said events like this can have 
negative repercussions. 

“The other thing that events like this do 
as well, too, sadly within some communities 
that are really experiencing transphobia, is 
increase transphobia,”  he explained and 
said it is because publicity of these events 
can spark anger. “I think regardless of the 
response there is a positive, in a sense that 
it’s raising awareness and it’s impacting 
change.”  

Both Baker and LePage said they think 
transgender violence comes from a lack of 

understanding and fear.
“I think for a lot of people, when they first 

encounter a transgender person, or they 
have that interaction, they have predis-
posed thoughts in their head,” Baker said 
and added those thoughts may be historic, 
religious or because they do not know or 
they think it’s wrong. “It becomes a place 
of judgment. Often times our first response 
is fight or flight.”

But, according to Baker, current gender 
ideas are fairly new.  

“When you are talking about gender, the 
binary, as you call male and female, is not 
very old, and it’s very colonizational.”

■
 
Continued from front

Muskoka Pride holds vigil to support and remember transgendered victims —

ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD NOTICE
TO CUSTOMERS OF VERIDIAN CONNECTIONS INC.
Veridian Connections Inc. has applied to change its electricity

distribution rates.
Learn more. Have your say.

Veridian has applied to the Ontario Energy Board to change the amount it charges a
typical residential customer each month beginning on May 1, 2014. A Veridian–Main
customer would see an increase of $1.30 and a Veridian–Gravenhurst customer
would see a decrease of $0.70. Other customers, including businesses,
may be affected as well.

THE ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD IS HOLDING A PUBLIC HEARING
The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) will hold a public hearing to consider Veridian’s request. We will question the company
on its case for a rate increase. We will also hear arguments from individuals and from groups that represent Veridian’s
customers. At the end of this hearing, the OEB will decide what, if any, changes will be allowed.

Distributors typically apply for a full review of their rates every five years. Any rate changes for the years in between are
automatically tied to inflation (and other factors intended to promote efficiency).

The OEB is an independent and impartial public agency. We make decisions that serve the public interest. Our goal is to
promote a financially viable and efficient energy sector that provides you with reliable energy services at a
reasonable cost.

BE INFORMED AND HAVE YOUR SAY
You have the right to information regarding this application and to be involved in the process. You can:

• review Veridian’s application on the OEB’s website now.
• sign up to observe the proceeding by receiving OEB documents related to the hearing.
• file a letter with your comments, which will be considered during the hearing.
• become an active participant (called an intervenor). Apply by December 10, 2013 or the hearing will go
ahead without you and you will not receive any further notice of the proceeding.

• at the end of the process, review the OEB’s decision and its reasons on our website.

LEARN MORE
These proposed charges relate to Veridian’s distribution services. They make up part of the Delivery line -- one of
the five line items on your bill. Our file number for this case is EB-2013-0174. To learn more about this hearing, find
instructions on how to file letters or become an intervenor, or to access any document related to this case please
select the appropriate application from the list at the OEB website: www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/notice. You can also
phone our Consumer Relations Centre at 1-877-632-2727 with any questions.

ORAL VS. WRITTEN HEARINGS
There are two types of OEB hearings – oral and written. Veridian has applied for a written hearing. The OEB is
considering this request. If you think an oral hearing is needed, you can write to the OEB to explain why.

PRIVACY
If you write a letter of comment or sign up to observe the hearing, your name and the content of your letter or the
documents you file with the OEB will be put on the public record and the OEB website. However, your personal
telephone number, home address and email address will be removed. If you are a business, all your information will
remain public. If you apply to become an intervenor, all information will be public.

This rate hearing will be held under section 78 of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O. 1998 c.15 (Schedule B).

705-646-0115 • www.domimionbookkeeping.ca

Dominion Bookkeeping and Susan Friedman wish to thank the following
for their work at 195 Manitoba Street. Their assistance, in the form of

products and services or consulting and advice, were integral to the success
of our launch on Friday November 15th and to our ongoing business.

• San – D – Bee Painting
• Smellies Printing Service
• Custom Reno by Bo
• Bin There Dump That
• The Town of Bracebridge
• Bracebridge Chamber of Commerce
• Ken Banks Remax
• J D Murray Electrical
• Huntsville Plumbing
• All About Kitchens

• Eric Gibb’s Prop. Maintenance
• Olivers Coffee
• VDK Ventures
• Metroland North Media
• Carpet One Bracebridge
• Bracebridge Post Office and staff
• Muskoka Yoga Studio (for keeping
us balanced)

We salute you!

Susan,Mary, Hazel and Roger
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We thank you for your continued
commitment and look forward to

delivering to your home.

HAVE YOU
MISSED YOUR
PAPER TODAY?
Call 905-372-0131
ext. 317, 323 or 321

AD{TS2727431}

AD{TS2725302}

TRADE-IN SALE

RECYCLE YOUR OLD
CLUNKER & SAVE

UP TO $100

PRICED FROM $449.00

ALLAN DUNN VACUUMS
223 BROCK ST. at AYLMER
FREE PARKING Since 1947 705-745-6852

Sales • Service • Installation • Parts • All Makes

AD{TS2801121}

The Capitol Theatre Port Hope or at the door.
Tickets available at Victoria Hall Cobourg,

AD{TS2783826}

Donald K. Emond, CPCA
Senior Financial Advisor

Assante Financial Management Ltd.
demond@assante.com

Anthony Reino, CFP
Financial Planning Advisor

Assante Financial Management Ltd.
areino@assante.com

Darrell Currah
Financial Advisor

Assante Financial Management Ltd.
dcurrah@assante.com

122 – 148 Third Street,
Cobourg, Ontario K9A 5X2

(289) 252-2027

www.assante.com/advisors/demond

Be well-advised.
At Assante
Wealth Management
we understand that your
financial situation is unique.

From investment, tax and estate
planning to your retirement.

Assante is built to provide
the complete solution.

1310-1898_E (10/13)

AD{TS2783794}

ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD NOTICE
TO CUSTOMERS OF VERIDIAN CONNECTIONS INC.

Veridian Connections Inc. has applied to change its electricity
distribution rates.

Learn more. Have your say.

Veridian has applied to the Ontario Energy Board to change the amount it charges a
typical residential customer each month beginning on May 1, 2014. A Veridian–Main
customer would see an increase of $1.30 and a Veridian–Gravenhurst customer would
see a decrease of $0.70. Other customers, including businesses, may be affected as
well.

THE ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD IS HOLDING A PUBLIC HEARING
The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) will hold a public hearing to consider Veridian’s request. We will question
the company on its case for a rate increase. We will also hear arguments from individuals and from groups
that represent Veridian’s customers. At the end of this hearing, the OEB will decide what, if any, changes
will be allowed.

Distributors typically apply for a full review of their rates every five years. Any rate changes for the years in
between are automatically tied to inflation (and other factors intended to promote efficiency).

The OEB is an independent and impartial public agency. We make decisions that serve the public interest.
Our goal is to promote a financially viable and efficient energy sector that provides you with reliable energy
services at a reasonable cost.

BE INFORMED AND HAVE YOUR SAY
You have the right to information regarding this application and to be involved in the process. You can:

• review Veridian’s application on the OEB’s website now.

• sign up to observe the proceeding by receiving OEB documents related to the hearing.

• file a letter with your comments, which will be considered during the hearing.

• become an active participant (called an intervenor). Apply by December 10, 2013 or the hearing will
go ahead without you and you will not receive any further notice of the proceeding.

• at the end of the process, review the OEB’s decision and its reasons on our website.

LEARN MORE
These proposed charges relate to Veridian’s distribution services. They make up part of the Delivery line --
one of the five line items on your bill. Our file number for this case is EB-2013-0174. To learn more about
this hearing, find instructions on how to file letters or become an intervenor, or to access any document
related to this case please select the appropriate application from the list at the OEB website:
��������������������������������. You can also phone our Consumer Relations Centre at 1-877-632-
2727 with any questions.

ORAL VS. WRITTEN HEARINGS
There are two types of OEB hearings – oral and written. Veridian has applied for a written hearing. The OEB
is considering this request. If you think an oral hearing is needed, you can write to the OEB to explain why.

PRIVACY
If you write a letter of comment or sign up to observe the hearing, your name and the content of your letter
or the documents you file with the OEB will be put on the public record and the OEB website. However, your
personal telephone number, home address and email address will be removed. If you are a business, all
your information will remain public. If you apply to become an intervenor, all information will be public.

This rate hearing will be held under section 78 of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O. 1998 c.15
(Schedule B).

AD{TS2799492}

KERI
POTIPCOE

Keri on Driving

n OPINION

Fight
speeding
tickets

Last week we talked to self-professed
“toughest enforcer” police officer in
Ontario about how to best avoid a
speeding ticket.

Sometimes bad luck happens though,
and this week we speak with Jason Bax-
ter, co-owner of X-Copper, a law firm
owned and operated solely by former
police officers.

They defend traffic tickets on your
behalf, and claim a 99% success rate at
getting tickets reduced.

What is Mr. Baxter’s single biggest
piece of advice? Fight every ticket.

Upon receiving a speeding fine, you
have three options on how to proceed,
and all three are listed on the back of
the ticket.

Option #1 is to plead guilty, to which
Mr. Baxter says “don’t.”

Option #2 is to request a meeting
with the prosecutor in the hopes they
will make positive recommendations
to the Justice of the Peace. Choosing
option #2 is pointless though, because
the officer is not required to attend the
hearing, eliminating the chance to win
on a technicality.

That’s why you choose option #3,
“not guilty.” By checking this box, a trial
is requested, which requires the officer
to attend.

It also creates the opportunity to
speak with the prosecutor, and perhaps
have the charge reduced to a lesser pen-
alty (be it less points or a reduced fine),
or even have it completely withdrawn.

Mr. Baxter notes that just because you
requested a trial doesn’t mean it will
happen, especially in a high-volume
court; they just don’t have the time to
process everything that comes through.

Choose option #3, even if you don’t
think the speeding ticket is very expen-
sive. To many, this is a time-consuming
process which requires time off work to
go through an intimidating procedure.
With no guarantee of a positive out-
come, it may seem easier just to eat the
price of the fine.

The reason you fight every ticket is
because of your future insurance rates.

It may be worth considering X-Cop-
per’s $250 minimum fee, because that
$60 today turns into thousands of dol-
lars in higher insurance costs down the
road, then add in taking a day off work,
plus a negative mark on your driving
record.

Regardless if you choose to hire help
or not, always fight a speeding ticket
because the insurance company can
use that one ticket to raise your rates for
three years.
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FROM $38/S.F.
INCLUDES: CUT, EDGE AND INSTALLATIONINCLUDES: CUT, EDGE AND INSTALLATION

HONG FA GRANITE
Specializing in kitchen counter tops

and bathroom vanities

Custom des ign and profes s iona l
workmansh ip

125 Denison St.
Markham, Ontarion L3R 1B5

905-470-1388905-470-1388
www.hongfagranite.com

hongfa@rogers.comhongfa@rogers.com

125 Denison St.125 Denison St.
Markham, Ontarion L3R 1B5Markham, Ontarion L3R 1B5

905-470-1388905-470-1388
www.hongfagranite.comwww.hongfagranite.com

hongfa@rogers.comhongfa@rogers.com
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Steeles Ave E

I need
my space

BETTER BLUE STARTS WITH YOU

Recyclable items should be free
from one another in your blue box.
Please ensure recyclables are separate from one another
and cardboard is flattened in your blue box. It’s difficult
to process blue box items packed inside of one another.

Don’t know where it goes?
Use our bindicator tool at
www.york.ca/bindicator

ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD NOTICE
TO CUSTOMERS OFVERIDIAN CONNECTIONS INC.

Veridian Connections Inc. has applied to change its electricity
distribution rates.

Learn more. Have your say.

Veridian has applied to the Ontario Energy Board to change the amount it charges a typical
residential customer each month beginning on May 1, 2014. A Veridian–Main customer would
see an increase of $1.30 and a Veridian–Gravenhurst customer would see a decrease of $0.70.
Other customers, including businesses, may be affected as well.

THE ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD IS HOLDING A PUBLIC HEARING
The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) will hold a public hearing to consider Veridian’s request.We will question
the company on its case for a rate increase.We will also hear arguments from individuals and from groups
that represent Veridian’s customers. At the end of this hearing, the OEB will decide what, if any, changes will
be allowed.

Distributors typically apply for a full review of their rates every five years. Any rate changes for the years in
between are automatically tied to inflation (and other factors intended to promote efficiency).

The OEB is an independent and impartial public agency.We make decisions that serve the public interest.
Our goal is to promote a financially viable and efficient energy sector that provides you with reliable energy
services at a reasonable cost.

BE INFORMED AND HAVEYOUR SAY
You have the right to information regarding this application and to be involved in the process.You can:

• review Veridian’s application on the OEB’s website now.

• sign up to observe the proceeding by receiving OEB documents related to the hearing.

• file a letter with your comments, which will be considered during the hearing.

• become an active participant (called an intervenor). Apply by December 10, 2013 or the

hearing will go ahead without you and you will not receive any further notice of the proceeding.

• at the end of the process, review the OEB’s decision and its reasons on our website.

LEARN MORE
These proposed charges relate to Veridian’s distribution services. They make up part of the Delivery line --
one of the five line items on your bill. Our file number for this case is EB-2013-0174. To learn more about this
hearing, find instructions on how to file letters or become an intervenor, or to access any document
related to this case please select the appropriate application from the list at the OEB website:
www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/notice.You can also phone our Consumer Relations Centre at

1-877-632-2727 with any questions.

ORALVS.WRITTEN HEARINGS
There are two types of OEB hearings – oral and written. Veridian has applied for a written hearing. The OEB

is considering this request. If you think an oral hearing is needed, you can write to the OEB to explain why.

PRIVACY
If you write a letter of comment or sign up to observe the hearing, your name and the content of your letter
or the documents you file with the OEB will be put on the public record and the OEB website.However,
your personal telephone number, home address and email address will be removed. If you are a business,
all your information will remain public. If you apply to become an intervenor, all information will be public.

This rate hearing will be held under section 78 of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998,S.O. 1998 c.15
(Schedule B).
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FROM $38/S.F.
INCLUDES: CUT, EDGE AND INSTALLATIONINCLUDES: CUT, EDGE AND INSTALLATION

HONG FA GRANITE
Specializing in kitchen counter tops

and bathroom vanities

Custom des ign and profes s iona l
workmansh ip

125 Denison St.
Markham, Ontarion L3R 1B5

905-470-1388905-470-1388
www.hongfagranite.com

hongfa@rogers.comhongfa@rogers.com

125 Denison St.125 Denison St.
Markham, Ontarion L3R 1B5Markham, Ontarion L3R 1B5

905-470-1388905-470-1388
www.hongfagranite.comwww.hongfagranite.com

hongfa@rogers.comhongfa@rogers.com
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WHIRLPOOL • KITCHENAID • INGLIS • JENN-AIR • MAYTAG • AMANA

Paddy’s MarketPaddy’s Market
2212TAUNTON ROAD, HAMPTON

APPLIANCEWAREHOUSE:

905-263-8369 • 1-800-798-5502

www.PaddysMarket.ca

The Appliance Specialist
Family owned & operated since 1955

FACTORY

AUTHORIZEDTO

SERVICEWHAT

WE SELL!

FACTORY

AUTHORIZEDTO

SERVICEWHAT

WE SELL!

FREE
DELIVERY!

FREE
DELIVERY!In the Durham Region!

In the Durham Region!

It’s Worth the Drive to Hampton!

PRE-BLACK FRIDAY SALEPRE-BLACK FRIDAY SALEBLACK FRIDAY SALE
LIMITED INVENTORYLIMITED INVENTORYLIMITED INVENTORY

24.8 CU. FT. FRENCH24.8 CU. FT. FRENCH
DOOR FRIDGEDOOR FRIDGE

WITH INTERNAL ICE & WATERWITH INTERNAL ICE & WATER
REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$2399$2399

All Colours

$1649

WHIRLPOOLWHIRLPOOL
WASHER & DRYERWASHER & DRYER

REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$2098$2098

$1598

6.7 CU. FT. COMBINED OVEN6.7 CU. FT. COMBINED OVEN
CAPACITY EVEN-HEAT TRUECAPACITY EVEN-HEAT TRUE

CONVECTION SYSTEMCONVECTION SYSTEM
REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$2299$2299
$1599

WHIRLPOOLWHIRLPOOL®® 18.5 CU.FT.18.5 CU.FT.
BOTTOM-FREEZERBOTTOM-FREEZER
REFRIGERATORREFRIGERATOR
REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$1199$1199

$899

MAYTAGMAYTAG®® 5.2 CU. FT. BRAVOS5.2 CU. FT. BRAVOS
XLXL®® HE TOP LOAD WASHERHE TOP LOAD WASHER
WITH 7.4 CU.FT. SUPERSIZEWITH 7.4 CU.FT. SUPERSIZE

CAPACITY DRYERCAPACITY DRYER
REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$1598$1598
$1198

FULLY INTEGRATED WITHFULLY INTEGRATED WITH
STAINLESS STEEL INTERIORSTAINLESS STEEL INTERIOR

REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$999$999
$699

White or BlackWhite or Black

STAINLESS STEELSTAINLESS STEEL
DISHWASHER WITHDISHWASHER WITH
STAINLESS INTERIORSTAINLESS INTERIOR

REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$799$799

$499
All Colours

4.7 CU. FT.4.7 CU. FT.
WASHER WITHWASHER WITH

STEAMSTEAM

7.4 CU. FT.7.4 CU. FT.
DRYER WITHDRYER WITH

STEAMSTEAM

WHIRLPOOL MICROWAVE HOODWHIRLPOOL MICROWAVE HOOD
REG. PRICEREG. PRICE

$349$349
$199

LIMITED QUANTITIES!LIMITED QUANTITIES!

5 DAYS ONLY! NOVEMBER 29 TO DECEMBER 4, 20135 DAYS ONLY! NOVEMBER 29 TO DECEMBER 4, 2013
OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER!OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER!

Ajax Optical
Pickering Optical

Share with your loved ones during
our 2 for 1 Sale on Now!*

Look YOUR Best in the latest fashions
by the TOP Designers!

SERVING THE DURHAM COMMUNITY
FOR OVER 25 YEARS!

Call to book an eye exam
AJAX OPTICAL

56 Harwood Ave. S. Ajax Plaza
905-683-2888

AJAX OPTICAL
145 Kingston Rd. E., Unit 7 Heritage

Market Square • 905-683-7235
PICKERING OPTICAL

1360 Kingston Rd. Pickering
Hub Centre • 905-839-9244

*2 for 1 applies to RX glasses only with selected frames.

CHRISTMAS SALE!

ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD NOTICE
TO CUSTOMERS OFVERIDIAN CONNECTIONS INC.

Veridian Connections Inc. has applied to change its electricity
distribution rates.

Learn more. Have your say.

Veridian has applied to the Ontario Energy Board to change the amount it charges a typical
residential customer each month beginning on May 1, 2014. A Veridian–Main customer would
see an increase of $1.30 and a Veridian–Gravenhurst customer would see a decrease of $0.70.
Other customers, including businesses, may be affected as well.

THE ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD IS HOLDING A PUBLIC HEARING
The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) will hold a public hearing to consider Veridian’s request.We will question
the company on its case for a rate increase.We will also hear arguments from individuals and from groups
that represent Veridian’s customers. At the end of this hearing, the OEB will decide what, if any, changes will
be allowed.

Distributors typically apply for a full review of their rates every five years. Any rate changes for the years in
between are automatically tied to inflation (and other factors intended to promote efficiency).

The OEB is an independent and impartial public agency.We make decisions that serve the public interest.
Our goal is to promote a financially viable and efficient energy sector that provides you with reliable energy
services at a reasonable cost.

BE INFORMED AND HAVEYOUR SAY
You have the right to information regarding this application and to be involved in the process.You can:

• review Veridian’s application on the OEB’s website now.

• sign up to observe the proceeding by receiving OEB documents related to the hearing.

• file a letter with your comments, which will be considered during the hearing.

• become an active participant (called an intervenor). Apply by December 10, 2013 or the

hearing will go ahead without you and you will not receive any further notice of the proceeding.

• at the end of the process, review the OEB’s decision and its reasons on our website.

LEARN MORE
These proposed charges relate to Veridian’s distribution services. They make up part of the Delivery line --
one of the five line items on your bill. Our file number for this case is EB-2013-0174. To learn more about this
hearing, find instructions on how to file letters or become an intervenor, or to access any document
related to this case please select the appropriate application from the list at the OEB website:
www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/notice.You can also phone our Consumer Relations Centre at

1-877-632-2727 with any questions.

ORALVS.WRITTEN HEARINGS
There are two types of OEB hearings – oral and written. Veridian has applied for a written hearing. The OEB

is considering this request. If you think an oral hearing is needed, you can write to the OEB to explain why.

PRIVACY
If you write a letter of comment or sign up to observe the hearing, your name and the content of your letter
or the documents you file with the OEB will be put on the public record and the OEB website.However,
your personal telephone number, home address and email address will be removed. If you are a business,
all your information will remain public. If you apply to become an intervenor, all information will be public.

This rate hearing will be held under section 78 of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998,S.O. 1998 c.15
(Schedule B).
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Attachment “B” 
 

Proof of Service 



1

Steve Zebrowski

From: Steve Zebrowski
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:49 AM
To: 'rwarren@weirfoulds.com'; 'Julie Girvan'; 'raiken@xcelco.on.ca'; 

'davidmacintosh@nextcity.com'; 'wmcnally@opsba.org'; 'Jay Shepherd'; 
'rhiggin@econalysis.ca'; 'mbuonaguro@piac.ca'; 'bharper@econalysis.ca'; 
'shelley.grice@rogers.com'

Subject: EB-2013-0174 - Veridian Connections Inc - Application for 2014 Distribution Rates
Attachments: Notice_Veridian_published_EB-2013-0174_20131119.pdf

As directed by the Ontario Energy Board, please find attached the Notice of Application and Hearing for an 
electricity distribution rate change for Veridian Connections Inc.  
 
Regards, 
 
Steve Zebrowski 
Regulatory & Key Projects Specialist 
55 Taunton Road East 
Ajax, Ontario L1T 3V3  
 
Tel:  905 427 9870 x 3274 
Tel:  888 445 2881  
Fax: 905 619 0210 
 
www.veridian.on.ca  
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Steve Zebrowski

From: Steve Zebrowski
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:51 AM
To: 'randy.aiken@sympatico.ca'
Subject: EB-2013-0174 - Veridian Connections Inc - Application for 2014 Distribution Rates
Attachments: Notice_Veridian_published_EB-2013-0174_20131119.pdf

As directed by the Ontario Energy Board, please find attached the Notice of Application and Hearing for an 
electricity distribution rate change for Veridian Connections Inc.  
 
Regards, 
 
Steve Zebrowski 
Regulatory & Key Projects Specialist 
55 Taunton Road East 
Ajax, Ontario L1T 3V3  
 
Tel:  905 427 9870 x 3274 
Tel:  888 445 2881  
Fax: 905 619 0210 
 
www.veridian.on.ca  
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Steve Zebrowski

From: Steve Zebrowski
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:52 AM
To: 'mjanigan@piac.ca'
Subject: EB-2013-0174 - Veridian Connections Inc - Application for 2014 Distribution Rates
Attachments: Notice_Veridian_published_EB-2013-0174_20131119.pdf

As directed by the Ontario Energy Board, please find attached the Notice of Application and Hearing for an 
electricity distribution rate change for Veridian Connections Inc.  
 
Regards, 
 
Steve Zebrowski 
Regulatory & Key Projects Specialist 
55 Taunton Road East 
Ajax, Ontario L1T 3V3  
 
Tel:  905 427 9870 x 3274 
Tel:  888 445 2881  
Fax: 905 619 0210 
 
www.veridian.on.ca  
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Steve Zebrowski

From: Steve Zebrowski
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:59 AM
To: 'colin.macdonald@powerstream.ca'; 'Colleen Richmond'
Subject: EB-2013-0174 - Veridian Connections Inc - Application for 2014 Distribution Rates
Attachments: Notice_Veridian_published_EB-2013-0174_20131119.pdf

Hi Colin and Colleen, 
 
Veridian has been directed by the Ontario Energy Board to service a copy of the attached Notice on its 
embedded distributors. In accordance with this direction, please find attached the Notice of Application 
and Hearing for an electricity distribution rate change for Veridian Connections Inc.  
 
Regards, 
 
Steve Zebrowski 
Regulatory & Key Projects Specialist 
55 Taunton Road East 
Ajax, Ontario L1T 3V3  
 
Tel:  905 427 9870 x 3274 
Tel:  888 445 2881  
Fax: 905 619 0210 
 
www.veridian.on.ca  
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